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If you need clarification, you must present your question to the national organization. Indiana will follow the rules as clarified by the national organization unless otherwise stated below. To review the questions/clarifications already submitted or to send your own question, go to the clarifications page of the National Regulations. 2020 Indiana Only clarifies
Division B resources for invitational/regional tournaments: For events that allow any type of note or framed pages, each team can wear a three-ring bind of any size containing information in any form and from any attached source using the available rings. Participants can delete information or pages for use during the event. By state: We will follow the rules
as written in the official rules manual. (Coaches pay special attention to the size requirements listed for Dynamic Planet, Fossils and Ornithology ties). Division B &amp;& C Indiana Resources invitational, regional and state tournaments will use a narrow list of birds on the national list for the Ornithology event. This list will be used for both divisions B and
C.2020 Indiana Bird List This article is about the events of the 2020-2021 school year. For the national tournament, see Arizona State University 2021. The events align with the events of the 2019-2020 season due to the cancellation of the 2020 National Tournament and the repeat of the events 2019-2020. While the events are the same, the rules will be
different. Along with the original 23 events to be held, there will be 10 events that will be trial events. These events are events that the NSO needs more information and feedback. Discussion about the repeat of events The night the 2020 National Tournament was cancelled, the Science Olympiad Alumni Network announced that Science Olympiad would play
the 2020 Rules next year, suggesting maintaining its resources and devices. This provoked a significant debate (usually found in this forum thread), with some arguing that the repetition of the event should occur and others arguing that it should not happen. Chalker, chairman of the National Committee on Physical Science Standards, first clarified in the
thread that while all events will stay the same, there will likely be some tweaks to some of the rules, especially to address any clarification of rules or frequently asked questions that have come out this year, suggesting that slight rule changes were possible, although rule changes are likely to be minimal because this year's devices could be used in their
Arguing that no repetition in general said that their reasons were that a repeat can make the competition too boring, a repeat would allow the best teams to spend excessive amounts of time adjusting their devices (causing scoring differences to be much smaller), and that the reproduction of events will cause some (specifically, those that will be in their later
years Division C or Division B in the 2021 season). The prospects arguing for a repeat commonly noted that no repetition would cause students to lose their devices and would allow tournament managers/event supervisors to stay in their positions and avoid wasting materials. Science Olympiad later released an ad clarifying that the detector building,
ornithology, ping-pong parachute and protein modeling would undergo rule changes. Other events may experience tweaks, adjustments and clarifications. Tournament formats For the 2021 season, new formats were drafted for remote tournaments. There are two new virtual tournament formats, Satellite SO and Mini SO, and a complementary learning
program, MY SO. Satellite SO is closer to a standard in-person tournament, where students meet in their own schools and present their results virtually. Mini SO is done without students meeting in person, instead of staying inside their home. Constructions are also limited or removed from this format. MY SO is a set of monthly learning programs to support
students and keep them committed to the Science Olympiad. It can be done separately or in concurrence with the standard science olympiad competition. Alphabetical events by category Events by type Alternative Events Test Events 2021 Events · Exchange of tests · National Tournament · The best of 2021 For the 2021 season, the Division B and Division
C Rules Manuals will be free online for the public in PDF format. Simply sign in to this site, create an account, and the Rule Manuals are yours on your laptop, tablet, or phone. Those who want to request printed copies of the Rules Manual can still do so. The Science Olympiad Mobile Rules app will no longer be available. Terms of Use for free online Digital
Olympic Rules Manuals: by accessing the website (the site) and accessing a copy of Division B or C Rules Manuals of the Scientific Olympiad 2021 (the Rules) or purchasing a physical or digital copy of science olympiad resources, you are entering into an agreement with Science Olympiad and agreeing to the following terms (the Terms). The site is owned
and operated by Science Olympiad, Inc. and CTL Global Solutions, Inc. The user can view a copy of the Rules for free, but in order to participate in the Science Olympiad program, including participation in any Invitational, Regional, State or National Science Olympiad tournament or event, the user must first become a member of their Organization State
Science Olympiad by registering and paying fees and national in the places listed here: . The user undertakes to comply with the Olympic Science Policies (such as security, punctuation and membership) listed here: . The user undertakes to review our Privacy Policy and comply with the copyright and usage policies listed here: In the event that the user
becomes a member of the Scientific Olympiad and participates in the program, the user accepts the Governance Guidelines of Behavior and the Code of Ethics of the Scientific Olympiad and undertakes to accept the result of sanctioned science olympiad tournaments. Terms of Service The National Organization SO now offers the rules as a downloadable
pdf for free. Before you download the rules, however, there are several important things to understand: Make sure you are downloading the 2021 rules! Anyone involved with Science Olympiad (student, parent, coach, school link) can download the rules. The rules, however, can only be used to prepare for Science Olympiad tournaments. Other uses (such as
classroom activities or commercial purposes) are not allowed. You can print and copy the rules. The rules, however, cannot be published publicly on any electronic forum. Downloading these terms and conditions does not register your team to participate. You must register with the VASO in order to participate in any tournament. It is essential to remember
that VASO will make changes to the board and calendar of events found in the National RuleBook 2021. Be sure to check the website for the VASO 2021 event list and reviews. Wait until VASO announces its list of events and changes before you start working. Be sure to read the SO Terms of Use (on your download site) for a more complete understanding
of our responsibilities in downloading the rules. Please respect these restrictions, which are primarily in place to protect National's intellectual property rights. If it does not, it will jeopardize the rules that are being put in electronic format in the future. Proceed to the National SO Store ******************************** Note: The rules are not complete without
clarification. Keep an eye on the clarifications of the VA event. During our tournaments, VASO will only apply those clarifications issued by VASO; National clarifications and frequently asked questions will not be valid at Virginia tournaments. You are asked for identifying information. This information is not sold or used to send national ads. This download is
the only way to make sure they are correct. Flipping the internet for old rules is a guarantee of getting the wrong ones. Next season's rules will say 2021 at the bottom. Those labeled as 2020 are the old rules. The rules, however, can only be used to prepare for SO tournaments. Other uses (such as classroom activities or commercial purposes) are not
allowed. *Wisconsin additional events or rules yet to be released for miniSO tournaments. NOTE only for the State Tournament: Each team in Division B and C must balance their 23 chosen events from the 5 scientific Olympic categories. Each team must choose a minimum of 3 events each category to reach a total of 23 events. A team can only enter 23 of
these events for team scoring; The team's score determines a state champion. Additional events can be audited beyond 23 for any team score. Important... Each division B and C team must balance their 23 chosen events from the 5 Science Olympiad categories. Each team will choose a minimum of 3 events in each category to reach a total of 23 events.
This event format has several advantages. It allows you to offer a wide variety of events in the hope of catching the interest of more students. It gives coaches a better chance to match their individual strengths and talents with these events. It helps to ensure that one or two teams will not dominate all events. It encourages teams to be more diversified in their
preparations. It opens up the possibility for teams to audit events and therefore involve more students. By requiring teams to balance their options within the categories that will more appropriately satisfy scientific education standards.Wisconsin Science Olympiad Div C State Competition has a system where events beyond the 23 chosen can be audited. The
Audit Events allow additional students beyond 15 to participate (including seniors) and compete in the State Competition. Auditing an event gives a team the opportunity not only to engage more students, it gives them the opportunity to gain knowledge about the 5 events they have not chosen for team scoring. This experience is invaluable as teams prepare
to advance to the National Tournament. Tournament.
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